All Message Compiled from September, 2017
Warning: Exhortation to Pray and Fast
September 1, 2017
Lord Jesus, please soften our hearts as we heed your call to
more prayer and fasting.
Well, my dear Heartdwellers, I got a card: Choose a Fast. So,
I've chosen one and it's interesting, because Ezekiel had a
communion service and the readings that he got were pretty
important. So, I'm going to read them to you.
"I am the Savior of all peoples," says the Lord. "Whatever
their troubles. I will answer their cry and I will always be their Lord."
The first reading that he got was Jeremiah, and he speaks of what God commands His people.
A reading from the book of the prophet, Jeremiah:
Thus says the Lord, "This is what I commanded My people. Listen to My voice. Then I will be your God
and you shall be My people. Walk in all the ways that I command you, so that you may prosper. But they
obeyed not, nor did they pay heed. They walked in the hardness of their hearts and turned their backs,
not their faces, to Me. From the day their fathers left the land of Egypt, even to this day, I have sent you
untiringly all My servants, the prophets. Yet they have not obeyed Me, nor paid heed. They have
stiffened their necks and done worse than their fathers. When you speak all these words to them, they
will not listen to you, either. When you call to them, they will not answer you. Say to them, 'This is the
nation that does not listen to the voice of the Lord its God, or take correction. Faithfulness has
disappeared. The word itself is vanished from their speech.” Jeremiah 7:21-28
The second reading is a Psalm 95:
If today you hear His voice, harden not your hearts. Come, let us sing joyfully to the Lord. Let us acclaim
the Rock of our Salvation. Let us come into His presence with thanksgiving. Let us joyfully sing psalms to
Him. Come, let us bow down and worship. Let us kneel before the Lord who made us. He is our God, and
we are the people He shepherds; the flock that He guides. Oh, that today you would hear His voice.
Harden not your hearts as at Meribah, as in the days of Massah in the desert, where your fathers
tempted Me. They tested me, though they had seen My works.
And the verse before the Gospel is:
Glory to You, Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the Living God. "Even now," says the Lord, "Return to Me with
your whole heart. For I am gracious and merciful."
The reading is from Luke 11:14-23
Jesus was driving out a demon that was mute; when the demon had gone out the mute man spoke, and
the crowds were amazed. But some of them said, 'It is through Beelzebul, the prince of demons, that he
drives out demons.'
Others, to test Him, asked Him for a sign from heaven;
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He knew their thoughts, and said to them, 'every kingdom divided against itself will be laid waste, and
house will fall against house. And if Satan is divided against himself, how can his kingdom stand? For you
say that it is through Beelzebul that I drive out demons .
If I, then, drive out demons through Beelzebul, but whom do your own people drive them out?
Therefore, they shall be your judges.
But if it is by the finger of God that I drive out demons, then the Kingdom of God has come upon you.
When a strong man, fully-armed, guards his palace, then he is safe. But when someone stronger than he
attacks and overcomes him, he takes away the armor on which he relied and distributes the spoils.
'Whoever is not with me is against me; and whoever does not gather with me, scatters.'
Those were the readings, and I thought they were significant, considering that the Lord is still saying we
are still on the edge of serious, serious trouble. And He is calling for fasting and prayer.
So, my dear ones, harken to the voice of the Lord, and really put your heart into your prayers. Let it be
said of the Heartdwellers down here on Earth, that our hearts are soft and responsive, and obedient to
the Lord. I pray.

Discovering Yourself
September 3, 2017
May the wisdom of the Lord move our hearts to follow His
counsels in all things. Amen
The Lord has brought home to me the absolute necessity of
knowing myself. There are many broken and lost souls in this
world who have not been able to come to terms with
themselves in this life. They don't know who they are, what
they've been sent here to do. Or why things keep failing on
them. And if we can go through the Lord’s formation of our
lives, we will be able to help others.
So, tonight He gave me some new insights into what we are facing when we decide to know ourselves—
truly, as He knows us.
Jesus began, "My people, there is no greater work than coming to know yourself. Aside from coming to
know Me. From birth onward, you are conditioned by the words of those who care—or care not—for
you. Parents are feeding their children much of their own viewpoint of the world. They project upon their
children the very things they hoped and dreamt they could be; or their negative, failure-influenced view
of the world and of you.
"To Me, you are the most beautiful of My creation, perfect in all respects—until you are twisted by those
who do not know Me or themselves. They set the direction for your lives by their fears, expectations,
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their experiences, their failures and successes. So, there is a natural bias in any family that is projected
on to you from childhood and even birth.
"Then you step out into the world from under the shelter of your family life, and the world slaps you
down. People disappoint, deceive, steal and lie and if you haven’t experienced that in your family, it is
quite a shock. Then there are others, few and far between, who are kind and always have good things to
say to build you up.
"So, please take all this into consideration. YOU ARE NOT ANYTHING ANYONE HAS TOLD YOU, YOU ARE.
Your task is to uncover the real you, and I promise you—you cannot do it without Me. I will show you the
Love and the gentle correction and truth that you need to embrace and blossom into who I created you
to be.
"You will discover these things with Me in your quiet times, and even in your day-to-day life, if you are
looking and listening for Me in every event. Not one thing passes in your lives without My presence and
My permission. Everything is ordained to be a lesson—but to perceive it, you must listen very carefully.
"For some, I will send a soul I, Myself, have formed, who will also be of help to you in discovering
yourself. They will be loving and willing to take the time to help you find your way. These, however, are
rare opportunities that very few ever get. When you encounter one of these, you will have one of two
reactions: loving acceptance and a teachable spirit. Or resentment and a built-in resistance to everything
they tell you.
"The second reaction is the old sin nature that comes with a soul when they are born. It is the selfpreservation instinct—whether it be a need to have more money, more food, more friends; more, more,
more. More control. More power over others in situations. Or the need to feel important and protect the
weaknesses inside of you that you’ve been running from for years.
"For those in this state, it will be extremely painful to be in the presence of a guiding soul. You will feel
threatened at the level of your whole being. Your foundations laid to survive the world will be cracked
and falling apart; the sense of vulnerability and fear of losing the image you have been holding on to in
order to survive in the world...crumble. Your very existence will be threatened.
"Some of you already know this has to happen, because your life has not blossomed; something is very
wrong; because nothing has developed into anything solid. Rather, you have gone from disappointment
to disappointment, rejection and failure.
"These failures will reinforce your need to close off to people and protect yourself. And one of the
arguments the enemy will use is, 'They don’t understand you. You are special, you're different, deeper
than they are.' Let Me caution you here, children—this is the lie from Satan to continue to cut off all the
roads to your happiness and success in life. Situations go sour because no one understands you... or so
you are told. This causes you to insulate yourself even more with layers of lies about how different, how
special you are and that the world is not good enough for you.
"Satan plays on your vanity and insecurity. He builds blind spots into your personality, so you cannot see
what YOU are responsible for, in situations that fail. This is done to further isolate you from the truth
about yourself and make you more defensive and judgmental of others."
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He's trying to cut us off at that point, guys. He's trying to isolate us, because it's so much easier to bring
an isolated soul down than it is that runs in the protective corral with the other sheep.
Jesus went on, "Let Me assure you, you are fearfully and wonderfully made; full of gifts and abilities I put
there to cause you to blossom into the abundant life I ordained for you from the foundation of the world.
But those around you are also fearfully and wonderfully made, as well. They have suffered life’s bruises
and bumps as you have. Some have opted for the lie that they were too special for the world... and
misunderstood.
"Yes, that is in part true, because you were made for Me and for Heaven and this world can be a terrible
place. But as long as you are living your father’s or mother’s vision of who you are, you will not know
yourself. You discover yourself through Me, spending time with Me. Reading and understanding the
Scriptures, seeing how I dealt with people in the past, seeing what true virtue and true wickedness are.
And in the process of doing that, being profoundly honest with yourself, asking important questions,
'Lord, am I like that? Lord, do I do that?'
"I promise that when you ask in that way, the answer will not be long in coming. I am eager to love you
and to educate you about who I am, who you are—and who you are not. Part of My eagerness is to
prepare you to face the deadly traps set for you every day by the enemy. If you know who you are, and
what your weaknesses are, how you are likely to get caught in a trap... In short, if you know yourself as
well as the demons know you, you have a fighting chance—as long as you cleave to Me with all your
heart, strength and understanding.
"But if you think you can do it all on your own? You will live a life of disappointment and failure,
questioning why things are so difficult and falling apart. It is because you do not know yourself—and
Satan does. You do not have the life skills to out-smart him. But I do. And until you make up your mind
to give Me total control of your life and put yourself under My instruction, seeking to discover the good,
the bad and the ugly about yourself, you will wander in circles wondering what you were supposed to do
with your life. And much of the potential and talent that lies within you, untapped, will wither and grow
old as you go from one struggle to the next just to make ends meet and stay alive.
"I am offering you a better way. A way that will lead to success and fulfillment. A way that will lead to
joy and meaning in your life and to those around you. Because you will continue to blossom, put forth
sweet fruit and enrich your world."
By the way, guys, here He's not talking about the prosperity gospel. He's talking about the fullness of
life.
Jesus continued, "For this to happen, you must be brave and challenge the premises your life has been
built on. You must be able to see what worked in your life and what didn’t work. You must be ready and
willing to change those things that didn’t work, repent and confess the wrongs you did to yourself and
others. You must be willing to be taken apart, bit by bit, and put back together again by My loving and
merciful hands.
"I will do away with the old, the hurtful, the failed ways of the past. I will heal and rebuild you into the
glorious creature I intended you to be. Glorious, not as the world perceives it, but as I perceive it. Your
greatest feelings will be profound peace and confidence that God is in control and you have nothing to
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fear, because He turns all things to good. And if you are fortunate enough to be given access to one
who has already made that journey, happy you will be if you follow their counsel."

Continue to Fast - Spiritual War Zone
September 4, 2017
I pray for all of us, dear Heartdwellers, that each day we will
choose to conquer our flesh and serve the Lord more
faithfully. Amen
Well, I blew it today. I broke a fast, not taking the time to
discern if it was permissible for me to do so. The Lord was
silent after communion so I came here and sat down, asking
Him, “Lord, is there something You want to say?”
He answered me, "You broke your fast."
Lord, I thought you brought up the Sunday provision—a day of rest?
And that's true. I was here in soaking prayer, dwelling prayer, and I really felt the Lord—possibly the
Lord—urging me to go and get some coffee and get ready for a night of work. And that it was okay to
have a biscotti. Because it's Sunday. A day of rest. But...apparently not.
He answered me, "Not for this fast."
He didn't give me permission to break the fast on Sunday, because it's a day of rest. He said, "Not for
this fast. It is too critical."
I opened the Bible Promises to get a confirmation—and I turned to Lust.
Sigh... “What do I do now except put the Biscotti away, Lord?”
"Find a way to make it up to Me."
Okay. No butter?
"Well, that’s a start. That works."
Please, forgive me Lord.
"I forgive you, but next time ask your covering before you vaulting off.
"You are in a war zone, Clare. You have many enemies and they are doing their best to bring you down. I
will not allow it if you follow My directives, even as I have taught you before. Brotherly Love. They will
try to create enmity and infighting. Stay in brotherly love at all times and no matter what it looks like, be
loving and lenient. You cannot win this battle alone; that is why you saw the warrior angel at the sign of
peace. He told you, you are in a battle."
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And that's exactly how it happened. At the sign of peace, a very large warrior angel came up to me and
said, "Whoof! You're in a BIG spiritual battle!" I was oblivious to it.
And today Ezekiel got a Rhema message from the Heartdwellers web site and it was all about brotherly
love and the Lord’s promise to protect us if we continue to be loving, forgiving, patient and kind with
everyone.
Well, I have to admit, I have been struggling for two days now with the heat, and little things here and
there. Things that should have been handled more responsibly—but were ignored and caused a waste
of time as well as a near accident. I got angry about these things, although I didn’t tell the parties
responsible. I have calmed down, but now I see there is a war going on to injure the core group.
And Jesus has been warning me for days that there is also a Judas, a betrayer among us. I’m just praying
for the strength to forgive and keep being faithful to you, my dear Heartdwellers.
Jesus continued, “Vigilance is of the utmost importance right now. Do nothing hastily and do not rebuke
in anger. Wait until you have cooled down, mention it with gentleness and then let it go. They are little
things, Clare. Yes, I know they cause you extra work because certain ones can be sloppy. I understand.
But just as a penance for Me, try to take it better and offer the inconvenience to Me for the world
condition."
Well, today I was praying the Divine Mercy Chaplet and I saw Jesus with the crown of thorns suffering
terribly on the Cross. It was not easy to see. I also got off track a couple of times today and wasted time.
Now, at the end of the night, I am so tired. I don't know if I can stay away to do what is really
important.
Jesus broke in and said, "Beloved, be more self-controlled and vigilant. For the most part, you are doing
way better, but improvement can be made. You are doing well, My Love. Cooperate with Me to do
better?"
Yes, Lord.
"You see, so much hinges on how well you do now. Your faithfulness to music. I have opportunities
planned for you but you must be ready. You need to be more strict with yourself—you are too passive.
You allow circumstances to dictate to you what will get done and what will not get done. This is not
good. You need more discipline and prioritizing. And that needs to start tomorrow.
"It doesn’t look like much to you now. When you don’t quite make all the time you should for practice
you say, 'Oh, I’ll catch up tomorrow.' And look at your tomorrow—which was today—and still you are
not practiced. And you are tired at this point, ready to go to bed. You are wasting time, My love, still too
bound up in trivia. I know some of the things you did were important, but others were unnecessary.
Please, Clare, be more self-aware and correct yourself. Heed My voice when I prompt you, 'You’re
wasting time…'
"I am giving you more time, but you are wasting it. It feels good to be able to sit down and relax and
read a few things, or listen to a Youtube, because they catch your attention, your curiosity."
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That happens every time I put a film up, every time I put a Youtube up. There's something that really
grabs your attention. Like the hurricane thing that's going on. And... I just shouldn't have looked at it.
And the Lord continued, and He said, "And these were arranged by the enemy to do just that. To pull you
off track and waste your time. Like that huge urge for chocolate. Where do you suppose that came
from?"
A masquerading spirit?
"That’s correct. And you fell for it. You wanted that cookie, so you didn’t discern properly. There are
many such traps set up for you during the day and you’ve been lagging behind and falling for some of
them. Others you've seen - and you've sidestepped them. And for that I am very grateful.
"You need to be more detached in looking at your own behavior. I need you to spot your weak points, be
aware of them and anticipate a trap from the enemy. They will always play on your desire for
something—that’s the easiest way to distract you. Whether it be for a neater house, or something to eat,
or something to read... They will play on your desires.
"What Ezekiel told you was very relevant."
Well, tonight Ezekiel and I were talking about a saint of the eastern church - because as I was having a
communion service, I saw him at the sign of peace. And this happens frequently with saints that I've
already been in Heaven with, and I've already met. This was St. Charbel, who lived in a monastery. And
they used to say, “When tempted to do something, consider Heaven.” St. Francis used to say, “Ask Sister
Death.”
In other words, when you stand before the Father in Heaven, will you be ashamed if you give in to this
temptation? If you will—then don’t do it. Envision yourself standing before God and having to give an
accounting for this sin, or indulgence. This will help you not to do it.
Lord, help us.
"Yes, I will, if you are listening very carefully. But one tends to get deaf around the aroma of warm
chocolate cookies. You can do better, My Love, you really can—and you almost did. But you were tired
and you reasoned, 'This is Sunday and I always have the freedom from fasting on Sunday.'
"But you didn’t ask, or I would have told you, 'No. This is too critical. Continue to fast.'
"You see, the enemy knows that, and he sent in a temptation to make you fall. But I have reinstated you
on your word to give up another indulgence. And this time, you won’t be so foolish. I will tell you when
the fast can end."
Jesus continued, “Well, for all of you who consider yourselves a part of this ministry, I have asked you to
give up things. For the older ones among you, sacrifice things you enjoy. For the younger, bread and
water or rice and water and tea or coffee is permitted. Some of you cannot pray without it. If you cannot
fast on bread and water, use peanut butter & honey on bread and eat it one meal a day, during the day
with two snacks. This is a good, healthy fast. The meal should not be your favorite or something you
really enjoy—make it very simple.
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"These are powerful offerings, My people, truly they are. That is why Satan has sown so much confusion
about them—to keep you from making any sacrifices. But I have told you, your fasts and prayers are
powerful. So, do not let the enemy talk you out of it.
"If you are at an occasion where there is a celebration meal, do not tell others about your fast. Rather,
discretely eat very little of the food and most will not even notice you are not eating. In fact, on every
offering that you make, keep it hidden, lest you receive your reward down here like the Pharisees who
loved to be noticed when they fasted and prayed. Parading your penances and gifts to Me before men
also leads to Pride. So keep them secret between us."
As an aside on that, St. Francis used to drop the food into a napkin on his lap and later feed it to the
beggars that came to the door.
And I just remembered, a Daniel fast, rice and vegetables, is also a good offering that the Lord has
accepted in the past.
Jesus continued, "My People, your prayers are working. DO NOT STOP NOW. We are still at a critical
juncture. Why do you suppose these hurricanes are so devastating? All the loss that others suffer cries
out to Heaven and they, too, are joining Us with these things. Though they are not aware of it in their
intellect, in their spirit it is understood. This IS a sacrifice to prevent the beginning of the War and the
Tribulation.
"How blessed you will be if you do these things. I am with you. Call on Me frequently for My help. I am
here for you."

Satan’s Agenda for U.S. About to Receive A Fatal Blow
September 6, 2017
What a wonderful message the Lord has given me tonight!
Satan's agenda for the U.S. is about to receivƒe a fatal blow.
Lord, please give us the strength and integrity to reform this
nation into what You have called it to be.
Jesus began, "My people, all these catastrophes are symptoms
of corruption on the deepest levels in your country. Godless
ways and corruption. What you pray for your president
offsets the annihilation you came so very close to last year.
But the evil, unbelieving and uncaring people in your country
who are led around by shallow arguments and their flesh also have a hand in this chastisement.
"Your country is truly divided into those who think deeply and those who follow blindly; those who
belong to Me and those who belong to the world and it’s anti-Christ system. Oh yes, even now antiChrist is manifesting, just below the surface—and the corruption calls for judgment.
"But you have cried out, fasted and prayed and you have been heard.
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"In the coming months, fatal blows will be issued to those who have sought to implement Satan’s plan of
global destruction. All those private sectors who have aligned themselves with the Devil and chosen the
elite agenda over righteousness and your constitution will be involved. Your prayers have been heard
and My Father is again going to clean house in this nation. Deep cleaning. There will be crippling blows
to the agenda of the elites. Though you will not be aware of it, you will reap a deepening peace and
order that follows on the heels of it.
"The time has come for payback. I have preached, pleaded, begged, sought out and set on fire the
consciences of those who have devised evil. Their response was to laugh and turn their backs to Me. I
have given them ample opportunity to repent…as it is written, “suffer not a witch to live.” (Exodus 22:18)
Your underground government is a den of Devils and perversions of all sorts, and without repentance
there is no hope for them. They shall not escape the wrath to come, that which they have devised to
bring down the poor and righteous shall be their own undoing.
"And My people shall go forth in praise and thanksgiving, celebrating their freedom.
"But then comes the deadly trap. I warn you now, My people, if you turn from Me to worship idols—that
is, to worship money, beauty, influence—you again will be oppressed seven times worse. Do not allow
corruption in your government; do not sacrifice what is right for personal gain. Cleave to Me with all your
hearts and bring to repentance those around you.
"You are the salt of the Earth and you have the power to preserve this nation for yet a time longer. But if
you forget yourselves and grow complacent with easy living, you will lose that power to preserve your
nation. That is where you are coming from. Please, My People, do not go back, do not return to the vomit
of materialism. Defend what is RIGHT above all other gain. Be willing to lose everything rather than
betray what is right.
"I cannot hold this nation together—only you can, with your prayers and a lifestyle that declares My
reign over your lives, that I am your Sovereign and you will accept none other.
"I am not releasing you as yet, the time is still very turbulent. But I tell you, wickedness will receive the
decisive blow. To recover and rebuild will take much time. See to it you do not fall, or this pernicious evil
will spring back seven times stronger.
"You ask Me, 'But how can I make a difference?' By your everyday choices, by your vote, by what you
allow in your families, towns and states. By what you condone and what you resist, standing up visibly
and resisting evil, declaring it for what it is and that the wages of sin are death.
"You have come so close to death, America, so close. But you have been shown Mercy. Now you must
live for what is right and refuse to accept corruption and sin. These are My mandates for you.
"Some of you will be called to occupy an office. You must change the way things have been done in the
past. Some of you will lose your lives defending what is right; you must be prepared to defend what is
right or die. All of you, by your manner of living, must declare sin is not acceptable. Then the evil will be
purged from your midst.
"I know this sounds dramatic, but you are at a crossroads. And firm commitment and purpose of
amendment is an absolute necessity for the survival of America."
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Well, I began to discern this message, because it's stronger, I think, than anything I've ever gotten from
Him. And I heard Him very clearly say, "This is all Me, Clare, this is the message I want sent out to My
people. Reformation is not an option; it is an absolute necessity. I will be with each one of you according
to your faith and faithfulness to defend truth.
"This is a new day for you all. Continue to pray and fast a while longer as things are being moved and
crushed by My Father’s mighty hand."

The Hurricanes and Fires
September 9, 2017
May the Lord Jesus have mercy on us as our hearts cry out to
Him.
This afternoon my heart was very heavy for the victims of the
hurricane, and the fires. Such terrible judgments the Lord has
allowed on our nation. For the last few days, there's just been
a certain darkness over the country - I've just felt it very
strongly. And we're all praying and fasting over...abstaining, in
any case, that things will be changed in our country for the
better. And we're trying to support the Lord with our prayers
and fasts, for the changes that need to be made in our country.
These hurricanes were so severe, and the loss of life and materials—it was so sad to see. So difficult to
see. When I imagine myself in one of those situations—oh, what's happening for these people, it's so, so
sad!
So, I cried out to Him for some kind of light or wisdom about it—and He was silent after communion,
which normally He is not. But I cried out again. I said, “Lord, please—do not abandon me.”
He answered with Psalm 80. And here are some excerpts from that: (Psalm 80: 1-7)
Hear us, Shepherd of Israel,
you who lead Joseph like a flock.
You who sit enthroned between the cherubim,
shine forth. Awaken your might and come and save us.
How long, Lord God Almighty, will your anger smolder
against the prayers of your people? You have fed them with the bread of tears; you have made them
drink tears by the bowlful.
You have made us an object of derision to our neighbors,
and our enemies mock us. Restore us, God Almighty;
make your face shine on us, that we may be saved.
So, after I read that, I asked the Lord, do You have something for our family tonight?
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He answered, "I always have something. Prayers are powerful. I chose to wait until you prayed the
Divine Mercy Chaplet before I began speaking to you, because it was very important to Me.
"Don’t be disheartened, Clare. I have not misled you. And do not be swayed by everything you hear.
You are dealing with a very corrupted source of information on the Internet and I still prefer you not go
looking at those deliberately tantalizing headlines."
In this case, Ezekiel had run into something and he felt the Lord was giving him permission to look at.
But when he told me, I was very upset and it was contrary to the direction Jesus has ordained for us.
So I thought, 'Great... Am I misled? Or what?' 'Cause I have been staying away from the headlines and
certainly the content of these things, just like He's asked us to. But Ezekiel got into something that
troubled my heart.
So, I asked the Lord, "What have You to say about that source, Jesus?"
He answered, "Don’t go looking there. Keep your channel of information pure, through Me and those I
might bring to your attention. But, I would rather you press into more prayer here and learn directly
from My hand those things which are necessary for you to know. I am very selective with what I tell and
what I withhold. I do this to protect you, My Love."
At that point I cried, because I felt—I almost felt like I'd been abandoned. The struggle's been so fierce
for three days. And you know how it is—you can lose sight of how much someone loves you when
you're under pressure.
He repeated Himself. He said, "I do protect you, My love. I truly do. I do not wish for you to delve into
those things that are far beyond you. Leave those for others who are endowed that way, or are so weak
they give into curiosity and lose their peace—are never settled, never sure, always living on edge."
But I asked Him, “Isn’t that a good trait? Living on the edge?”
"Not when it is lacking in peace and I am not the pure source. No, it is not a good thing, because it wears
them out with worry and uncertainness and you know that is not the fruit from My tree.
"Rest in this, Clare. I have not misled you. I work differently with different vessels at differing times. I
also set apart groups to be specifically and exclusively Mine. The burdens I release to them are tailored
according to their strength."
Speaking of strength, dear ones. This is me, as a little aside. The Lord has allowed a small concession to
my abstinence from sweets, because it has become so distracting, I’m getting weary from battling it, and
I can't concentrate on my work.
I asked if I should tell you all that you can finish your fast, but He said, "No." So, I am being honest with
you. This is a very small concession at night, when I am working, but I am still abstaining for the entire
day and most of the night. So, if you are seriously struggling, change your abstinence, or seek
permission for a small break at a certain time of the day.
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So, after that I thought, 'Well, we need to get to the matter at hand. Lord, please touch the hearts of our
channel with Your love and wisdom.'
Jesus continued, "To begin with, you should not base your information on what you see alone. There is
so much going on that is not seen, but this is an hour of trial for America with natural disasters. You can
lessen these through your prayers and fasting, My dear ones. Please, whenever you see those going
through trials, immediately commend them to Me in your prayers - for that could be you.
"Much prayer has gone up over the hurricane, much prayer. Continue to pray for the path it takes; it
could be numbered with the worst storms in history. But your prayers can also weaken this storm. It is
driven by wicked men and demons. It is allowed as a chastisement for the nation, for I am calling all men
and women of this nation back to Me on a new and deeper level. Many hearts are far from Me and cold.
Many do not turn to Me until they are in dire straits."
And at this point, dear ones, I was going to ask you to please, when you have your communion service offer it up for the hurricane victims and prayer that the Lord will turn the direction of the hurricane out
to sea, so it won't do the damage that evil people would like to see it do.
"It is not easy to get their attention," Jesus continued. "Yet not all in the wake of this storm are guilty.
There are many praying souls who have lost significantly and for them this terrible suffering is an
offering I am using for the weeks and months ahead to crush the agenda of the serpent for yet another
season.
"I want hearts to turn to Me, Clare, and there is still too much materialism and indifference about the
faith and their eternal souls. Many, many times in history I have allowed such things to wake people up
to their need for Me. It is often My last ditch effort—and you know from experience, I always allow the
lesser evils before it gets really bad. In the 1920’s, if mankind had heeded My call back to holiness, WW2
never would have happened. And even now, you are in much the same place on the brink of the War of
Wars.
"I look at the heart of a nation and I call to My servants to raise the clarion call to a return to holiness.
When I am ignored, I allow catastrophes. Satan loves catastrophes; his demons wait in line to get
permission to kill, steal and destroy through natural disasters. And if the people are not returning to Me,
but rather forging ahead in immorality, permission is given them—yet, it is never without casualties to
the innocent. I look to the heart of a nation, raise the call and wait for the people to respond. When
they do not, their country is morally dead and I must allow more drastic measures to bring them to
repentance.
"I raised the call to respond in America and the people responded. But you are yet full of immorality and
excess—while others in the world are deprived even the basic decencies of life. That is why it is so
important for you to continue to give to those countries humanitarian aid."
By the way, we here at Heartdwellers give regularly to VOM and Samaritans Purse, as well as the poor in
Nicaragua, which the Lord gets very thrilled over.
Jesus continued, “I do, because they are a very little. And a cause that very few know about. But when I
see your hearts lit up like a candle for others in distress, I also rejoice that each day you are becoming
more like Me. Let your hearts, My people, be like My Heart.
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"But back to the issue at hand. You are seeing more and more unrest and natural disasters, because the
planet truly is responding to the end-times condition of nations and sin. Charity covers a multitude of
sins and this is another force that is preserving America. She has many, many wealthy who are
supporting the poor around the Earth. And as she grows in economic security, I will be asking even more
of them who listen for My will.
"When I entrust money to a soul, it is because they listen to Me when I ask sacrifices of them. Many of
your Heartdwellers have been given very precious graces, because they care for you and the causes you
have mentioned to them. This pleases Me greatly, because they are becoming more well-rounded in
holiness and will certainly not lose their reward for their kindness and enduring faithfulness.
"You will remember the story of Tobit..."
That's one of the books of the Bible that was taken out by Martin Luther.
"You will remember the story of Tobit, and that Tobias was greatly blessed when calamity befell him,
because he had compassion on the poor who had no one to bury them. And even merited an angel being
sent to escort his son to his future wife, and heal his blindness. You can never out-give Me.
"But because of your goodness, America, far less has happened to you than was planned. Through
giving and reformation of your government, you have bought more time for your nation.
"And this was important for Me to tell you tonight. Do not go by what you hear. I am doing much that is
not and will not be apparent to anyone but the elite. They certainly will not broadcast it. But
nevertheless, I have told you. I am going to make the decisive blow on this corrupt brood of vipers and
there will, all of a sudden, be less pressure on the good in this nation, because they will turn inward to
rebuild. Many key members will vanish and be no more."
Well, I was feeling a little insecure during all of this, having trouble hearing and discerning - which is
indicative of spiritual warfare. Even using the binding prayer, it still seemed to continue on some level.
So at this point, I kinda broke down, and I said, "Oh Jesus, please may I see You?"
In that moment, He became clearly visible, right in front of me and I clung to Him with all my strength.
“Oh Clare, I will never leave or desert you. I am ALWAYS here for you, ALWAYS and FOREVER. (my tears)
You are in the midst of a very intense battle against you right now. Your angels are working overtime to
protect you and your family and the prayer warriors. You have many faithful ones who love Me with
their entire beings. They know My voice and they know you are My faithful mouthpiece. Nevertheless,
the battles you are all going through are very intense. Always pray for your angels and thank them
profusely for protecting you.
"You will know when you are under attack, because you will feel a vague but strong sense of turbulence
and insecurity. Attacks against your faith become most severe at these times. Cleave to Me all the
stronger and do not allow any separation from Me. This also is when you are most tempted to lose your
footing and indulge your weaknesses and fall—so continue to be vigilant and obedient."
Yeah - you know, that's the time when you run for...you run for consolations, of one kind or another,
when you're feeling really insecure and getting exhausted from the battle.
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And I wanted to mention here that, there are times when I receive communion. During the sign of
peace, because I follow the order of the Missal, and there are times when I say, 'the peace of the Lord
be with you all' that I see my angel step forward to give me the sign of peace. And the last time that
happened, he...this particular angel, who is a general...all tattered and torn and scarred up, and he had
been in one horrific battle. And he was looking tired. Well, he wasn't really tattered. Everything in his
uniform was fine, but I could tell, the way that he looked, that he'd been through a really heavy battle.
He said that to me. He said, 'It's very, very intense right now.' So, I prayed all the more for him and the
other angels that are protecting us.
Continuing on, I said, "Lord, is there anything else You want to say?"
"Yes. I AM COMING SOON. My Brides, do not take your eyes off the prize—I am coming soon. In the
midst of all these events that are threatened or real, in the midst of it, remember: these are the true birth
pangs of My coming. Do not lose hope, because you are so close. You must keep your swords in the
scabbard—yet ready for battle, while you build on the things I wish for you to do with your gifts. Do not
let the threat of shortness of time steal what great opportunities lie ahead for you. Be prepared to greet
them when they come knocking.
"This is a VERY DARK time right now, but I promise you. I am shifting this darkness and beginning to
contain and steer it into the abyss it belongs to, that you may know some degree of freedom in
proclaiming My Word to the nations through your gifts. So, don’t give in to doubt or fear or reluctance.
Put your all into the work at hand and I will bring the increase.
"Please know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, My Brides, I am always here beside you, ready to embrace
and hold you tenderly through whatever storms assail you. Please do not ignore My presence. Come to
Me and I will comfort and strengthen you."

We Become One When You Receive My Body & Blood Each Day
September 10, 2017
May our hearts be smitten with the Love of Our Jesus, who shed
His own blood to pay for our sins and then left us access to His
lifeblood through communion. Amen
Jesus began, "I want to talk about communion and the necessity
of staying close to Me through communion. Words are
powerful, My people. Words coupled with faith are powerful.
Even saying to that mountain 'be removed into the sea', even
saying that, in faith, accomplishes the end. And to say, 'This is
My Body, which will be given up for you'…to say that in
obedience to My command, with conviction, is powerful.
“'Do this in remembrance of Me.'
"It is written as I said it, 'If you do not eat My Body and drink My Blood, you have no life in you.' The life
is in the blood, so when you say, 'This is My Blood' in total faith, shall I not visit you with My Life’s blood
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and strengthen you? The Life is in My Blood, not the wine. And when you proclaim in faith that this IS
My Blood, I visit you with the graces you believe you are receiving from Me, because you obeyed.
"These are the days of the apostate church. Even those who have received the mark of ordination, the
indelible mark passed on by the breath of the apostles to current times—even if that is done properly,
there is no guaranteeing that the soul receiving this gift will say with sincere faith and intention that I am
transforming the wine into My blood when they say the words.
"So, how do I deal with this apostasy and unbelief?? I visit you with the graces you need. You intended
to drink My Blood and eat My Body and I honor your intention. In this way, My covenant with you, My
Church, is not made void by the worldly, unbelieving ministers of the altar.
"During the wedding party at Cana, the servants never thought for a moment that the water would
become wine; but as a demonstration of My faithfulness, I transformed it to wine. Do you understand?
This was a foreshadowing of the Eucharist, the Body and Blood transformed at the last supper.
"I have called you all to My table to be given new life—and not just new life, but My life, God’s life, so
that you may live in Me and I in you. So that you can accomplish all I have willed for you to do. So that
you can love others as I love them. So that you can walk in power over the dark forces of this world and
put them to flight.
"I have given you this gift because you can hardly operate without it. The opposition sent against you
every day is fierce and consuming. But with My Blood, you will stand and even rebuke, break and bind
those powers, because My life lives in you. No matter that you are not ordained, that is, that you've
been breathed on as I first breathed on Peter. No matter—you ARE My church; I abide in you and you
abide in Me. And each day, when you receive Me in communion, you are renewing the new covenant
with your faith. 'This is My Body, this is My Blood. The Body and Blood of the New Covenant; it will be
shed for you and for all for the forgiveness of sins.'
"So I am asking you, My chosen ones, dwellers of My Heart, receive Me each day in complete reverence
and thanksgiving—even remembering the Blood I poured upon the Mercy seat positioned by the prophet
Jeremiah, exactly beneath the Altar of Sacrifice, that is, the Cross on which I was crucified. And note that
I died of a broken heart; the water and blood mingled and the volume was sufficient to carry it
downwards 20 feet and stain the walls. None of the other victims shed their blood in this way. This was
done by My Father to pay the debt of your sins forever.
"Therefore, when you remember Me in this sacrament, (that is a gift and tool given to the Church to
prepare her for Heaven) remember the horrendous circumstances of My death and how My Father
wasted not one drop, but saw to it that it was sprinkled on the mercy seat, that all might be fulfilled in
Me when I said:
“'It is finished.'
"These are profoundly holy precepts and understandings, and I wish for you to take your time with them
and meditate upon the full meaning of My death for you and all mankind."
So, at this point, I just want to give you a head's up on how to find a Communion Service - and all the
teachings that the Lord has given me on that subject. First of all, go to our Heartdwellers website, and go
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to the search page. Type in Communion Service and click on 'search'. It'll bring up the words that are
used: communion and service, over and over again, and that's not really what you want. You'll notice,
right above that on the page, just above the search terms it says, 'search for these terms on Google.' If
you click on that, then it will order everything according to the theme. So, you'll get the Communion
Service video up that way.
God bless you all, Dear Heartdwellers. Let's take these words really, really to heart. And with great
severance, celebrate what the Lord did for us each day, so we can walk in His power and His anointing.

The Seas Have Lifted Up Their Voice
September 11, 2017
May these words of encouragement from Jesus keep us
steady at the helm, as He makes changes in the direction this
country is going in. Amen.
Well, with the Hurricane and all, you would think the
message would be doom and gloom. Far from it. I was really
surprised when the Lord began speaking to me. I had to do a
double, triple discernment just to be sure it was Him, because
I'd never heard Him like this before!
Jesus began, "We are winning. We are winning!" Jesus said
with a smile.
"All Glory and honor to God…we are winning.
"Continue in prayer and fasting—continue, My Dove, don’t let up. If only you knew the power of your
prayers, you would not waste one moment of your day not praying. 'Pray unceasingly' was not just a
quaint injunction. It was an important exhortation. Since the beginning of the anointing of My apostles,
the enemy began siege works against Me and against them. Remember what I said to Peter, 'Satan has
desired to sift you but I have prayed…'
"You see, with Me living inside of you, your prayers are powerful, like Mine. Oh, never underestimate the
power of prayer. You are going to see major changes because you prayed first.
"Give, always give. Do not let a need pass you by without doing something to help. This is another
powerful protection against the enemy’s permissions to steal from you. As I entrust to you, give to
others with their own encouragement—that when they can to give to others as well, they should. And
the Kingdom of God will be built up in your midst.
"Nothing is impossible to the soul that will pray, because nothing is impossible to God. My Father is
continually listening for the prayers of His little ones, because He desires to answer them. Even the littlest
prayer of a child carries tremendous influence before the Throne, because of their innocence.
"Continue to pray, My People. We are gaining the edge and I tell you the truth, these hurricanes are no
accident. Though contrived by evil men, they shall fall back on them in a way they never saw coming."
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Interestingly, I got a rhema, Psalm 93. And it really caught my attention. It was right on the heels of this
message.
The seas have lifted up, Lord,
the seas have lifted up their voice;
the seas have lifted up their pounding waves.
Mightier than the thunder of the great waters,
mightier than the breakers of the sea—
the Lord on high is mighty. Psalm 93:3-4
Amen! He hasn't given me the specifics of what's going on. But He has said that we are winning, that we
need to press in and keep up what we are doing. And not slack off.
God bless you, precious Heartdwellers. Thank you for your prayers, your mighty prayers. They are so
important. I know it seems like a little thing, 'cause we're just little people. But with the Lord living in us,
they're mighty prayers. Very mighty prayers. Be encouraged. We are reaching a goal, thanks to your
intercession.
The Lord bless you.

The Story Behind: The Lonely Garden, Prophetic instrumental
September 15, 2017
My Dear Heartdwellers, this piece of music cries out for us
to join the Lord in the Garden of our Hearts, where He
dwells and waits for us.
Things are very painful for so many these days, and He feels
that pain. WE are His solace and comfort in the suffering.
The days and weeks have gone by, and alone He has waited
for us to join Him in this dwelling place, made only for the
two of us.
Dear ones, this is the Lord's heart right now. He is lonely for us. I wish I could say I am an exception - but
more and more I realize, I've been very busy for Him...but not WITH Him. Two nights ago, I recorded
this, while Ezekiel was in prayer and holding the Lord, who was crying. Because He missed His Bride's
consolation. Her company brings Him so much comfort, even as the angels comforted Him in the
Garden, before His crucifixion.
We mean so much to Him! If this melancholy music does not stir that in you, consider the timing on this,
which worked out to be 11minutes and 13 seconds. 1113. I did NOT manipulate that at all.
As I told you before, just a few weeks ago, when I got our PO box I mused to myself, 'I'm not going to ask
for anything special. Let's just see what I'm given by the Lord.' I nearly shouted 'Hallelujah' at the
counter when she gave me the keys to our PO box: 1113. That has been our precious number since I
can't remember when - for at least 30 years. 1 for the Father, 1 for the Son, 1 for the Holy Spirit - equals
3. The Holy Trinity, One God.
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If I wasn't too sure, putting this together with what I was feeling, the Lord nailed it down for me, with
the numbers in the length.
Let's give Him our best attentions in the Garden, dear ones. Truly, He needs our comfort.

Fasting and The Cloud-of-Lies Media
September 15, 2017
The Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers.
Lord Jesus, please teach us how to keep our hearts and
minds pure for You and protect the ear and eye gates like
angels with fiery swords, not allowing anything from Satan
in. Amen
Well, this wasn't exactly the message I was expecting
tonight. But it's always the Lord's choice.
First of all, I want to thank you for your prayers and sweet cards that you've sent. Please forgive the
long lapse in my messages to you. I have really been having a hard time with Fibro and had two days
where I just collapsed in bed and couldn’t do anything but pray. It seemed that on those days, the Lord's
heart was grieved about something. And for that reason, I think He allowed the burden. But it is difficult,
because then I miss talking to you.
We also have allergy issues here outside my window in NM—a beautiful field of blooming Rabbit Bush,
yellow blossoms. Highly toxic and it’s had its part to play in making me very weak. But thanks to your
prayers, I am doing better.
You folks don't know about Zone 6, by Alergena. That's some good stuff for people in the southwest. It's
homeopathic formulas for allergies and different sections of the country—the growing zones, according
to what plants there are. That does help.
Just a heads up, we will be doing a live broadcast on YouTube and you can message us on the sidebar
and ask questions, and I will do my best to answer them. So far I don’t know the time yet, but I’m
excited to get it going—it could be as soon as Saturday. Please pray for us. I am hoping it will become a
frequent weekly broadcast, where we can share things more spontaneously. We’ll see what the Lord
surprises us with. There's a sense of excitement in the air over this. I really would love to connect more
with my audience, with all of you. And I think this will be really special for that reason.
The Lord's message began here.
"Some of you, My dear ones, have grown weary with fasting. Ask Me for the grace to indwell you in that
special way when you do fast. But be convinced that your abstinence is also a pleasing sacrifice to Me
and the Father. By denying yourselves of little pleasures and offering them to Me for your nation, much
good is accomplished.
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"Let none of you go to extremes as regards fasting and be discreet, not letting on to others you are. In
this way, your Father in Heaven will secretly reward that which you secretly gave. Anything other than
this can become a point of pride very easily, as the devils will deceive and lure you into vainglory. Rather,
be moderate, steady and seek Me on when to make changes.
"Sometimes, you can offer pleasant foods and eat very plainly, denying special spices you enjoy, desserts
and sweet snacks. Replace these with simple but nourishing food in moderation. Some of you can eat
normal meals once a day and two snacks. Others can have a Daniel fast of vegetables or bread and
water. But seek Me in all things, do not try to do it on your own.
"There are times when your weaknesses overcome your good resolve. I want you to know that I may
allow that to keep you humble, lest you begin to think of yourself and your strength rather than My
grace. Your prayers are so very pleasing to Me and the littlest prayer does not go unnoticed. The littlest
thanksgiving and praise and sacrifice - even the littlest - strikes the Heart of the Father with joy, all
because it is done with a pure motive.
"Purity of heart and love for your brother is everything. Without purity of heart, your prayers are much
less than they could be. They become empty and lacking in moral strength. To offend charity is to offend
Me, the angels, My Father and My Spirit and the Great Cloud of Witnesses.
"So, when you come to the altar, be sure to check your conscience and forgive any who have wounded
you in any way. Repent of anyone who you have judged or been difficult with. In this way, your prayers
will be unhindered and so much more acceptable to My Father.
"Right now, the condition of your country is in flux, tending toward the good. Some of you have
disobeyed Me and watched the news—which is full of lies, defamation, discouragement—and designed
to make you weak and lose faith in My choice for your president. If you feel badly about how things are
going in your nation, you have not listened to Me alone, but allowed the enemy to sow lies into your
thinking. You can be sure that the news stations and mainline networks are the mouth of Satan. If you
insist on filling your mind with these lies, then you deserve to feel fear and unrest.
"Everything that is being published and broadcast that negatively assesses the President has been
designed to get you to give up on your country and hand it over to the shadow government—so they can
finish what they started and completely destroy America. To become just another satellite nation of the
new world order, stripped of all Christianity on the way to becoming a Muslim nation.
"Please, do not listen to, affirm or encourage listening to mainstream media. It is pure poison, arranged
in the most underhanded way you can imagine. To listen to it is to listen to Satan’s broadcast and go
into agreement with his agenda.
"I hope I’ve made Myself clear on this. Your government is NOT in shambles; it is in CONSTRUCTIVE
reformation. The old and decayed must go; the new implemented. The true heart of America is a light
on a hill. What the shadow government has done is to make it a cesspool of filth that infects every nation
it wants to with the worst plagues. And so your country has a very, very bad name overseas.
"You all have it within your power to do your part to make it what it should be. Your first line of action is
prayer; then supporting those who stand for righteousness. You will not stand for your nation if you have
been listening to mainstream media. Rather, you will be overcome by lies and sorrow.
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"Those of you who are faithfully obeying Me and not listening, are able to see the re-birthed America and
pray effectively for her. Those who have disobeyed and listened to lies will have little ability to raise this
nation, because their vision has been taken from them by these lies. So, please heed what I am telling
you, My People. Please obey Me and detest the lies Satan has worked into every nook and cranny of the
Sold-to-Satan media.
"That said, there is a vision arising from the ashes in this country. There are those who have kept their
ears, eyes and hearts pure for their country and they can see what America shall soon be. They have My
heart, My vision and My anointing to raise her to her fullness through grace and prayers.
"I am leaving it to those of you who believe in My messages on this channel, to discourage and expose
the lies for what they are and draw the minds of your friends and relatives into the light of truth about
the good that is coming to this nation.
"I need you to turn the tide of the stranglehold media by encouraging everyone to avoid and boycott
these nefarious broadcasts, and make the points clear about how very poisonous and completely false
their input is into your minds.
"Please do this for Me. Please. Too many have grown lax and lead undisciplined lives, focusing on the
bad not the good. They are depressed and discouraged. This should tell them they are drinking from
poisonous springs straight from Hell.
"So please. Be My ambassadors of Love and Hope. And turn the hearts and the minds of those who are
feeding on these poisonous waters. Turn them back to Me and back to what is good about this country."

Hurricane’s Aftermath… Why? & Prayer Time Compromise
September 18, 2017
Lord Jesus, would You help us please to be distracted into
prayer instead of away from prayer? Amen.
I came into prayer feeling very GUILTY. But as I have been
taught…when you blow it, run to God not away from Him.
I began, “Jesus, I am heartsick over my lack of prayer.
Please forgive me.”
"Do you carry Me in your heart?" He answered.
I do. And I feel all the more worse for putting You last.
"Did you put Me last today?"
No.
"Well, that’s an improvement, isn’t it?"
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But I need so much more of You, Jesus. I feel like a vast desert.
"This is life without Me. Exactly. A vast desert.
"Come now to the Wellsprings of Life. You are forgiven. But keep a better watch on yourself, Clare. How
can I pour through you what you do not have - unless you sit with me and receive from Me? It creates a
vacuum, an empty place. A place that should be filled with graces from above. Now you must work
doubly hard to replenish this sad and empty space.
"But My Love, it is so good to see you here with all your attention on Me. I truly am your Happy Jesus. I
really, really missed you."
What is the matter with me? How does this happen?
"You take the time to eat, do you not?"
You know I just usually put the plate beside me and eat while I work.
"But you take the time to be with Ezekiel?"
You’re right. I do.
"Can’t you do the same for Me?"
Well, I feel like when I come to you I need MUCH more time to settle in and be present to You.
"How about just now?"
Well, I spent dwelling time with you earlier—several hours. And when I woke up from my nap, I felt I
could be with You—so I sat down.
"And what happened?"
You were immediately here for me.
"That’s right. You are operating under a form rather than being spontaneous. You are following a
pattern and sometimes that pattern is so lengthy you never make it to My presence for a message. The
secret is: come to Me for the message; also come to worship. But do not make one dependent on the
other. Do what you have purposed in your heart to do, Clare."
Jesus, I do not want to be someone who only wants to be with You to get something.
"I understand that, and that is a good habit, a good practice, a good caution. But not always practical.
So come to Me for both and leave room between the two if you are under time constraints because of
your staff. In that case, I don’t mind the delay. I understand the pressures of our ministry.
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"But I want to add—every day you should be looking for ways to delegate, so you do have more time for
Me. Keep an eye out and you will feel promptings to assign this or that to others. Right now you are
short-handed."
Can I share about the hurricane cleanup?
"Yes, go ahead."
I just wanted you Heartdwellers to know we’ve been taking a good 40% off the top of what comes in for
donations and setting it aside for the hurricane victims. Much of it went with Samaritan's Purse, but we
also sent a staff member down there with a team from a church and everywhere they turned, there
were needs.
They were put up for free in a condo on the bay, and went out helping people who were very needy, to
clean up debris and damage. The wealthy have insurance and contractors to do that, but the poor
elderly have no one for the most part.
In any case, she was at the grocery store to get food for the group and she met a woman with three
children who had been staying at a hotel but just ran out of money and was going to be homeless with
her children. She was able to give her money to keep them in the hotel for another week at least, until
they could make other arrangements.
She said people are not used to living without things and it has really impacted lifestyle decisions. There
is a tremendous need for prayer for the people who are really broken and devastated by these losses.
So please pray for her, dear ones, and all the people that she has touched. She's spent a great deal of
time praying with people, and this is her gift. She's a wonderful intercessor.
Oh Lord, this is a very terrible thing.
He began, "And very necessary to wake up people to what is really important in life. Many of these
people have been sitting on the fence, and there is no more fence; you are either in one camp or the
other. Hollywood has portrayed life with ALL the goodies as being the norm. Your culture has responded
by sucking up this affluence up, and presumed it to be the norm of life—to the point where they work so
hard there is no time for Me or even their children.
"This is very much like the tragedies that befell the Israelites when their cities were burned to the ground.
"Clare, this kind of loss is always accompanied by correction, though I weep with each and every one of
them in the still small hours of the morning, bringing to mind My love for them and what is really
important.
"All of these souls knew what this life would be like, its blessings and tragedies when they came into the
world. Though they do not understand this, it is still the way it happened. And I impart special graces to
them in these moments to draw them into My bosom and help them straighten out their eternity and
where they are headed at this rate.
"These sacrifices are also fueling the move to delay the end-times takeover of your country. As I have
always told you, Clare, any tribulation that befalls a soul—part is taken to help other causes they are
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praying for—others who need special graces. And part of it is correction for a superficial lifestyle, or a
sinful lifestyle, and the chance to experience what kind of life the rest of the world has on a daily basis. It
is very much a return to a third world experience. Many will learn compassion and sacrifice and the real
meaning of brotherly love.
"Nevertheless, it is not the way I wish to do things. Do you remember how you taught against
materialism in Florida and you were scorned and rejected in the end? The prayer group went very well
until you began speaking about lifestyle. I have sent innumerable messengers to Florida to warn them of
what was coming.
"You see, part of the reformation of your country has to do with a shift in ideals. A shift from affluence to
holiness. That does not come easily. And although wicked men continue to plot against this nation, what
they meant as destruction I turn to instruction, calling My people up higher to a lifestyle preparing them
for eternity.
"Pray for your people, dear ones. Pray for those suffering. And if you can visit them in their tribulation
and bring comfort, do so."
Our staff member said that prayer was really powerful everywhere they went because there was so
much loss and destruction, many people were in shock and broken and just not knowing what to do
next.
"I am there in a powerful way, Clare, a very powerful way. Pray much for them and continue to pray for
your nation as we are making powerful forward strides against the enemy."

Dishonesty—Satan’s Open Door
September 20, 2017
Lord Jesus, without your strength and integrity, who among
us could stand? Do we not all have a price whereby we are
tempted? Please deliver us from temptation. Amen
Well, my dear ones. This is a subject near to my heart. What
do you do when someone you trust, and have been very good
to, betrays your trust and takes advantage of your
weaknesses? This is a situation I was just confronted with.
Someone close to our family, whom we have been supporting
in their work for the channel, took advantage and cut corners—I am sure, thinking I would never notice.
But God notices.
And God told me to investigate the situation. So, I took all night yesterday, when I wanted to be giving
you a message, recording another song or practicing piano and my voice. I took that time to investigate
because the Lord and my husband warned me. We had been getting Lying and Honesty from the Bible
Promises for a few weeks now.
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And for those of you who aren't familiar with the Bible Promise book, it's a book we recommend for
rhemas, very straight-forward. Not like our Rhema book, but just Scripture. Strictly Scripture.
And under Honesty it says:
The Lord detests dishonest scales, but accurate weights find favor with him. Proverbs 11:1
and
Do not have two differing weights in your bag—one heavy, one light. Do not have two differing
measures in your house—one large, one small. You must have accurate and honest weights and
measures, so that you may live long in the land the Lord your God is giving you. For the Lord your God
detests anyone who does these things, anyone who deals dishonestly. Deuteronomy 25:13-16
Well, I would like to say—I don't want to contradict Scripture... He detests the SIN, but He loves the
sinner. And this is Old Testament, so...Old Testament's kinda rough. But sin is sin and the Lord detests
sin.
Another Scripture on that page is:
Am I still to forget your ill-gotten treasures, which is accursed? Shall I acquit someone with dishonest
scales, with a bag of false weights? Micah 6:10-11
So often it was the rich who were deceitful and oppressed the poor. Here in New Mexico—and I am
sure around the world—when a father and mother both pass away, the children fight over the
inheritance. And in some situations use the money that was set aside as an inheritance for the other
children, or confiscate the property before the parent dies, by having them sign papers. And they don't
know what the papers mean. And the siblings don't get any part of the inheritance. People who are
normally decent, can deal treacherously with their own sisters and brothers.
And how many of us have padded expense accounts before we knew the Lord?
And...the other Scripture that came to mind is:
For the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. By craving it, some have wandered away from the
faith and pierced themselves with many sorrows. But you, O man of God, flee from these things and
pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, perseverance, and gentleness.
I Timothy 6:10-11
And the earlier one was Micah 6 - "Am I still to forget your ill-gotten treasures?" That was Micah 6.
So, moving on. I finally was prompted to put everything down and find out the truth. I found many small
discrepancies spread wide through several different situations. Now this person is dearer to my heart
than a son, and I held my emotions back until tonight when I couldn’t stop crying.
Not because they took some material thing. But they took my trust and betrayed it. And put themselves
in danger. That hurts much more deeply, especially when I have always gone out of my way to see to it
they were rewarded for the great work they were doing.
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Now the Lord has led me to look with His eyes at the situation. It was a series of little things. Some of
them were oversights, some of them were deliberate to cut corners—even though I had been paying
this person a very good wage to help with the channel.
What I saw was not malicious intentions, although it was going to lead to that. What I saw was a soul
that was weak, because they don’t have a deep enough relationship with Jesus to stand up to
temptation. This friend has been putting off their deep conversion, when they really needed to be
cultivating a relationship with the Lord. Part of it, I'm sure, is sloth and laziness. And another part is
them feeling like they are not good enough to talk with God.
Nevertheless, they were unable to maintain integrity in the face of the small temptations.
I saw that Satan had resented the fact that this person was working at a very good job and getting used
to being around holy things. I’m sure the enemy was thinking "What if they get deeply converted? Then
we’ll have another one to deal with.”
So the enemy decided on a two-prong attack: set them up for a fall.
"Not a nickel and dime fall, but a big fall. Don’t do it all at once, because if you do, they won’t go for it.
Start them out on the little things…just a little here and there.
"Then increase the occasions with a few more temptations and get them used to being dishonest. Now,
as they take more and more liberties, lie and steal more and more, then their conscience is hardened off
and they are ready for bigger and more malicious things.
"They are beginning to die inside, their soul has been withering slowly and now it is so weak it is ready
to take on bigger things and lose their soul altogether. Then we'll have them."
This is the way Satan thinks.
Dear ones, the devils never sleep; they are always, 24-7 devising ways to hurt you or make you fall. If
you are praying and cultivating a relationship with Jesus, you are getting built up in integrity every day.
Just like the devils undermine you day by day by putting occasions of sin in your path that you'll fall for—
and coaxing you to fall for them—being with Jesus every day makes you more and more resolute not to
sin. Ever.
So, I looked at this much loved soul and realized what the enemy was up to, and I couldn’t be disgusted
or angry. Only hurt. Realizing that they were in serious danger of losing their soul.
Ezekiel and I decided to confront the situation and I prayed to Holy Spirit as to how to do it. Because I
didn't want to come across condemnatory.
He came back with a very low key, unemotional, "just checking kind of attitude" as I went down the list
of indiscretions. The more I confronted them with, the more discrepancies, it was very clear they had
been dishonest.
I tried to explain to them: to work here is to have a huge, red, blinking target on their backs that the
enemy just can’t resist. And if they make one dishonest move it is going to be very bad for them.
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Because one dishonest move sets the stage for another. And another. And another. Until you've fallen
so far down, you've lost your soul.
I had just caught myself with a load of wood that I bought for heating this year. And when they dropped
the wood off, I realized that I had been stuck with writing a Heartdweller's business check, rather than a
personal account check, because there wasn’t enough in the personal account to cover it.
And I pointed it out to the one who handles this stuff and said, “Please see to it this is taken from the
Heartdwellers account and put on to the personal account. I don’t ever want to lie about anything to
IRS. I want to be completely above board.”
So we caught it and fixed it.
And I mean it with all my heart, “Give to Caesar what is Caesar’s, give to God what is God’s.” In this
case, I owed absolute integrity and honesty to God and honesty to Caesar.
Dear ones, we cannot let anything go unnoticed…nothing. We can't turn the other way. If you see a
wrong, you are under an obligation before God to right it and be honest. Most people do not
understand: what goes around, comes around.
As an example, I have seen similar situations to this. Someone holding back from giving a donation
they'd promised to God, and that He'd put on their hearts to give. And they didn't give it. Well, they
ended up with having to buy a brand new transmission for their vehicle. The Lord is very serious about
us showing kindness and fidelity when He entrusts us with His money.
He has been very serious with me, to see to it that I don’t buy things for myself, but feed the poor. And
in this season, take care of the Hurricane victims.
And I'll tell you, I really blush at my grocery bill. Because I get those ready-made meals. 'Cause I don't
have time to cook, my schedule is just jam-packed. Between the money for medication and for food, it
makes me blush! But I don't have time to cook and cook and cook. So I have to just go with what I can
get.
And that, I think, is a necessary expenditure. I don't think that's out of bounds. But if I were buying steak
and lobster, shrimp and all these delicacies - that would definitely be out of bounds.
So, that is why we took so much off the top of our income to send to Florida. We can get by without
extras when others don’t have the very basic necessities. If we are going to serve God, we must act like
Him and take care of our children around the world who suffer want for the basics.
I confess, I could do a lot better about that, but I am still learning. For instance, someone sent a
donation and encouraged us to take a vacation. Oh, boy! I would love to take a vacation. We have
NEVER taken a vacation, although one wedding Ezekiel presided over was in an ancient church in Mexico
on the Baja peninsula. And that was the closest thing to a vacation we have ever seen in our lives!
When we went there, lobster tails were 1.00 a piece and whales romping and splashing out on the gulf it was quite beautiful.
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But honestly, there is nowhere else I would rather be than right here, sharing the Lord’s love with you;
that is my absolute joy.
Well, the situation has been rectified, though my heart still aches. At least I did what I was told to do and
some good resolutions came out of it. For one, never put anyone in a position where they are tempted
to do wrong. Unless they are an over-the-top, seasoned, stable committed Christian and know the
serious consequences that come with dishonesty, and have a reputation of faithfulness.
So, at this point I asked Jesus, "Do You anything to add, Lord?"
He began, "You remember the reading I gave you from Rhema, about obedience? In that, I explained
that you are in a spiritual war zone 24-7 and you cannot outsmart the devil. Your only protection is in a
meaningful relationship with Me and obedience when I tell you to do something.
"I know it cost you a great deal to confront this person, Clare. But I tell you the truth: Satan had his eye
on them and was slowing hardening off and deadening their conscience and hearts, so they would
commit a crime. They would never consider doing that now. But after time and hardening off, they would
be put in a situation where they would consider it and in their minds, even justify it.
"You see, you cannot outsmart the devils… but I can. I know their next move. I know exactly what they
are setting you and others up for. And if you are listening to Me, very carefully, and obeying Me, as you
just did—you rendered their plans to ruin this person’s life in this way fruitless. And a failure.
"There will be other attempts in different ways, but I will always warn you so you can sidestep the traps.
Pray for this soul to wake up to know how much I love them.
"The greater My plans for a soul, the more Satan is resolved to bring them down so it never happens.
You attract many wonderful souls, and that is why it is imperative that you teach them how to know
themselves. Because Satan will use their weaknesses to bring them down.
"My people, never allow yourself to be put into an occasion of sin. And if you see others walking into a
trap, do all you can to stop them, including warning whoever is above them, from parents to employers.
"It is a great disservice to see sin being committed and remain silent. Although in some situations, I will
have you wait before you say anything—you can pray and listen very carefully to Me. In this way their
blood will not be on your hands and you may have saved their souls."

The Earth Reels Like A Drunkard
September 20, 2017
Dear Lord, please give us a spirit of supplication and
intercession to lift up those who are suffering in this hour.
Dear ones, the Earth is reeling like a drunkard and all we can
do is drop everything and pray. This is a time of extreme
agony for the Lord and it explains why so many things have
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been extremely difficult, even on a personal level, for all of us.
Please pray, pray, pray the Divine Mercy Chaplet and do what you can to fast for the salvation of souls.
For the last week, He has been giving me the Scriptures about His return, how He ascended into Heaven
and how He will return again the same way. Keep your eyes fixed on the prize, Heartdwellers. Let
nothing take you away from the vision of His return—and soon!!!!
I do not know what the date is, but He has told me over and over again that the Earth will reel like a
drunkard for all the sin that is being committed. I totally expected these terrible things to be happening
very soon from the way He has been weeping and weeping. And while this movement is going on
globally, I want you to know there are things going on, on our own continent, to strike at the heart of
the wickedness that has tried to destroy our country.
We are going to make it through this…but let’s do it in prayer with our eyes on souls that are not saved.
Ezekiel has been bed-ridden, as many of you know, for several weeks. And seeing visions of children all
over the world, standing alone, shaking and crying, with no one to help them. Children in third world
countries being caught under rubble and suffering unbelievable torments. Please pray for the children
and those in the world who will be hit the hardest.
The signs are everywhere. He is coming back soon. But until He does we have a lot of work to do. It
certainly explains the sad music He has been giving me.
Right now, I would ask all of you to have communion services along with the Divine Mercy Chaplet, and
fast as you can. There are many different kinds of fasts. They can be an abstinence fast, or can be a total
fast. Or fast on bread and water. Do what you can do, and seek the Lord about it before you commit
yourself.
Devote yourselves to prayer and keep vigils. Please don’t spend any time on foolish things. Forget about
yourselves and be there for Him. Please let us all be there for Him and lead your families in prayer for
the places disaster has been striking. Speak to them more seriously that these are the signs the Lord
promised before His return and there is NO MORE TIME for sitting on the fence.
Those who sit on the fence will be left behind. And He is raising up the cry from many, many
ministries…there is no more time, just as it is written in Matthew 24.
Then Jesus said: “Watch out that no one deceives you. For many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am
the Messiah,’ and will deceive many. You will hear of wars and rumors of wars, but see to it that you are
not alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end is still to come. Nation will rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in various places. All these are the
beginning of birth pains.
Matt. 24: 5-8
We are in labor, Heartdwellers…real labor. And what He has told us about the evil underground
government—literally and figuratively— UNDER ground government is taking place even as we speak.
It is written clearly here in Isaiah 24:
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The floodgates of the heavens are opened (HURRICANES), the foundations of the earth shake. 19The
earth is broken up, the earth is split asunder, the earth is violently shaken. 20 The earth reels like a
drunkard, it sways like a hut in the wind; so heavy upon it is the guilt of its rebellion that it falls—never
to rise again. Isaiah 24:18-20
And this is an amazing confirmation of what He's told us about the governments that are evil
In that day the Lord will punish the powers in the heavens above and the kings on the earth below. They
will be herded together like prisoners bound in a dungeon; they will be shut up in prison and be
punished after many days. Isaiah 24:21-22
And for those of you who know about the fallen angels, the aliens, and how they are inhabiting the
lower levels of the Earth, and conspiring with the evil governments of this world. To overthrow humankind - this is another amazing confirmation of what's going on:
"In that day, the Lord will punish the powers in the heavens above, and the kings on the Earth below.
They will be herded together like prisoners, bound in a dungeon."
That paints an amazing picture of exactly what is going on with these underground cities in collusion
with 'aliens'. Who are not aliens, but fallen angels with a physical form.
Let us lift up the world to the Father, Heartdwellers, and beg for His mercy. And please, hold Jesus
tenderly in your arms, for great is His suffering.
I'll post the link to the Divine Mercy Chaplet after this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRYEP4bVDHU

False Prophets Have Led My People Astray
September 24, 2017
Lord Jesus, please give us docile and obedient hearts and the
discernment to know false prophecies. Amen
Well, this is something I really dislike doing. And that's
basically: making a correction on the Body of Christ. The
groups of believers that have been circulating false
prophecies and stories about the Lord's return and the end of
the world coming about on September 23rd.
Well...here we are. Obviously, it was another rumor and not authentically from God. And we have a few
people on the Channel who INSIST on sharing prophecies from other channels that contradict what the
Lord has been telling us here. And I'm asking you all: if you see something like that, would you please—if
you have it in your heart—refute it? Because it's causing unrest and instability to people who are very
impressionable. And it's wrong to do this.
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The Lord has given us some wonderful promises, and He is Faithful. We're praying. We're fasting. And
He is Faithful to bring them about.
So, tonight I was going to write a letter to the prayer warriors, explaining to this to them. And telling
them to please be on the alert for those who are circulating these false prophecies.
And I just had stumbled across Kim Clement's end time predictions. And I felt the anointing on it when I
saw it, so I decided to listen to it. It's a 10-minute piece. And he was confirming everything the Lord had
told me.
So, I was going to advise you all to listen to this 10-minute segment on what God has in store for
America. But then the Lord took over and began speaking to me about those who have come against
this channel, circulating false prophecies, when I have asked them repeatedly: Please! Do not do this!
Over a two- or three-year period—and they STILL do it. Because what they are reporting is totally
opposite of what the Lord has told us, and it is causing confusion.
Many of you are seasoned, but there are some that are NOT seasoned Christians. And they listen to
these things and it causes them fear and anxiety. And it's terrible, because the Lord has given us a word
to stand on about what He's doing in this nation.
So, I am hoping all of you will see the truth and the lies, and not allow them to pass these words onto
you. You have free will; all I can do is advise you as Jesus has advised me. But still, some will not
cooperate and they'll withstand the Lord's words to us. Please uphold His honor. I love, honor and
appreciate you all SO much, we need to lying prophecies.
So, these are the words of the Lord tonight:
"To My precious prayer warriors: those of you who have not compromised but kept My wishes as the law
of your heart. You have not sought the scintillating news on the internet—Youtube prophecies about
yesterday being your last day on Earth, and all the fear mongering of those who are led astray by false
prophets. Fear of Russia, fear of N. Korea, and all the other false flag news to keep your mind off your
present time assignments and duties—to keep you searching hours and hours on the news of My
coming.
"With you, I am well pleased. You will have peace in your heart because of your obedience. You will have
much fruit in My Kingdom because you persevered and kept your focus on My wishes and did not stoop
to be entertained and waste time on false reports of My coming.
"These are those which I spoke about in Matthew 24: there will be many false prophets, lying visions and
rumors to keep people in a state of insecurity and uproar.
"This is not My will for you. I have chosen Heartdwellers to be a unique people of love, focused on love
and intimacy with Me. As the early Church of Philadelphia, the Brotherly Love church, which I promised
would be taken in the Rapture, this is Pure and Living Water.
"What is being circulated as true prophecy of disaster to America is poisoned water— and a well cannot
have both bitter and pure water.
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"Those who spread these rumors are bitter wells and false prophets trying to take your attention off the
peace and security I have planned for you, My people. This is a season of outpouring of gifts and
anointings for those or you who are focused on My will.
"But there are those that would raise themselves up against Me and circulate all kinds of lies and tales
from false prophets, astrologers, and fear mongers—who are trying to derail your faith and keep you
from seeing the real enemy, which is the shadow government born from the new world order."
Now, some people would ask me, "Well, how are they derailing your faith?" Very simply: because
nothing happens. These predictions come hot and heavy, broadcast all over the place—and NOTHING
HAPPENS. And you're a laughing-stock, because you told everyone that this was going to happen—and it
didn't happen.
And when THAT happens, you not only derail the faith of those around you, that could have been saved,
believed in the Lord...you're also undermining your OWN faith. Because you're listening to lying rumors.
The Lord continued, "I am calling you, Heartdwellers, to purify your hearts from these rumors. Stop
entertaining and acknowledging those who are following every sensational prediction NOT from My true
prophets. Defend My honor. I have told you what is in store for you; defend My honor and refuse to take
part in listening to those who come to you with popular tales meant to stir up fear and insecurity. They
are poison to My Body and I am calling those of you who truly believe, love and obey Me, to speak
against these lying predictions.
"Much of this is invented to make money, but My sheep don't understand the true nature of those who
are always stirring up fear. Their subscriptions soar, their wallets fatten, but their judgment will be
severe—because their motives are self-promotion and worldly gain. And through their greed, they have
led many innocent victims astray.
"Cleave to Me, My People, and I will tell you when to prepare for what.
"Now is a season of growth for the Earth; now is the time to spread My Love and My Coming. Now is the
time to use your gifts and to continue fasting, that the evil powers of this world will be seriously delayed
in carrying out their agenda of ruining this country.
"Each of you are precious to Me and speak to others with no motive other than to glorify Me and prepare
the world for My coming.
"Others who follow false prophets are stirring up insecurity and keeping My vessels unto honor from
moving forward with their giftings. They are not for Me— they are against Me. And I am calling on you
who know better to refuse to take part in their poison.
"There will be a huge wave of confused souls hung over from these exciting rumors generated that
never came to pass. Now is a very good time to apply loving correction and point them in the right
direction.
"Exhort them to use their gifts for the Kingdom of God. Stop looking up at the sky and get busy! You
know He's coming. Glance up there from time to time, to acknowledge it. Don't sit around staring at the
sky. Use your gifts for the Kingdom. Exhort them to know themselves so they will not be so easily carried
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away by every flashy rumor and devilish wile. Exhort them to examine their hearts and repent before Me
for those sins they have ignored, for the needy they have passed by in their rush to prepare for the end of
the world.
"I have taken and set you aside for My purposes, and I am sending you out to correct those who have
been caught up in lies and rumors. With love, exhort them to return to Me and set to work on My
agendas.
"I am coming soon, and many are not ready because they have immersed themselves in false prophecies
and not worked on their own hearts. Many will not be taken, because they have taken no time to reform
their lives and live only for Me.
"Exhort with love, expose the lies, call them back to Me."
And, I'm going to leave a link on here for Kim Clement’s last prophetic words. I'm going to read just a
short blurb that appears underneath that video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdL6bTWgIhI
North Korea, Iran, USA. Some of Kim Clement's last prophetic words are being shared over and
over lately especially words regarding North Korea, Iran and the USA.
I encourage you to read through some of his last prophetic words spoken, which are NOW
words for sure.
Some of what Kim shares is: "Do not be afraid of North Korea, do not be afraid of Iran; do not be
afraid of the nations, for in 2016 everything will change," says the Lord.
"There will be a sound of liberty from the White House. There will be a sound of prayers from
the White House."
And all I can say, is that the Lord has told us, just recently: Do NOT be afraid of North Korea. Do NOT be
afraid of Iran. But DO pray against the underground government and the New World Order. And that's
what He has us doing now.
So, the Lord bless you all, dear ones. Please, please harken to the Lord's wisdom about not believing
everything that comes down the pike. And especially things that are exciting and catch your attention
and your sense of adventure. Be VERY cautious with that.
God bless you.
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Supremely Frustrating Interruptions Cause Seeds of Bitterness and Resentment
September 24, 2017
Lord Jesus, thank You for training us in brotherly love and
detachment. Would you please help us overcome our anger
and frustration when we are called off a project for
someone in need? Amen
Well, the title pretty well sums it up. The Lord is showing
me some bitterness that I've picked up, because I've been
delayed doing things for Him as I've chosen to stop and help
someone else. But not without anger and bitterness and
resentment. And there lies the problem...
During my prayer time, I began:
"Lord, I’m so frustrated..."
And by the way, this was after quite a 'bawling', crying spell. I was pretty...pretty wiped out by this time.
"I’m failing. I’m failing. I’m not getting anything done. I feel like such a failure."
Jesus answered, "I am here for you. You are expecting too much out of yourself and your circumstances.
When you have a sick child, do you walk away to do your own thing? Or do you stop and tend to their
fever?"
Lord, of course, I do what I can for them in the moment and then let them rest while I continue my
work.
"And that is as it should be. If you had ignored that child, do you think I would have been happy with
you? Do you think you would have done My will by ignoring them to do something else less urgent?
Didn’t I say this was going to cost you dearly? What’s the price of a soul—how much are you willing to
invest in My Kingdom when you have a soul before you that is seeking Me?"
And He's speaking here of a particular situation, a person I'd prayed for, and He asked me if I was willing
to pay the price. And I told Him, of course. And I didn't realize what it was going to be, but that doesn't
make it any different. I still would have answered Him that way, because I know this is what He wanted.
But a lot of my anger and frustration and... dirt is what I'd call it. Dirty diapers are being exposed right
now because of these reactions I'm having.
So, I answered Him, about the willingness to invest in His Kingdom, "Whatever must be in order to do
the job correctly, Lord."
"That’s right," He said. "That’s wisdom and that’s pleasing to Me. You are in a series of upheavals right
now, things that demand your focused attention. You are turning swarms of demons away with your
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counsel. You are bringing a soul or souls, face to face with their Lord. Can you think of anything more
important?"
Well, not if that’s Your will...no, I can't. Unless it's not Your will at that moment…or I would be thinking
that songs that turn the hearts of many would be a better investment of my time, rather than getting
tangled up in worldly messes with just one or two people.
He answered, "But it is through worldly messes that I bring forth maturity and growth. What I am trying
to tell you is that I am happy with your efforts and I understand your frustration when you have to make
choices—and you’ve chosen the right things at those moments; that is why I am happy with you. You did
what was most important, although it deprived you of your other work and only added to your anxiety
and even despair.
"I don’t want to see you despairing. There is no need for it. Things will get done in proper order and grace
surrounds you, Clare, so very much grace to help others. I have placed souls in unique positions around
you to absorb this grace. They are empty; you are full. Though you do not see the transfer taking place,
nonetheless it is happening. And that is draining in and of itself. But you agreed to that and we are hard
at it in this hour.
"As concerns your lapses in using time correctly, when your curiosity overrides your good judgment…
Well, only you can control that, My Love. A little more self-control would be good. The fact is that you
do have too much to do, without being inaccessible to others. That is a fact. So, that presents
opportunities to sacrifice what you would most like to be doing—to care for others. This is part of your
training for Heaven: serving others before yourself. Much of your anger, confusion, frustration and even
despair is coming from this conflict."
Well, when He said that, I was thinking, 'Well—that's nice to know, there's actually more on my plate
than I can possibly accomplish in a day. So, that accounts for my frustration. And that should be SOME
relief to me...
I'm thinking about it... And I'm hoping it will be!
He continued, "Why do you suppose I gave you that card: “The moment you seek yourself is the moment
you fail in brotherly love.” It really is best if you have absolutely no preferences on how to spend your
time. Although you map some of it out for what you’ve been given to do, it is always in a state of flux
when something more important presents itself.
"I have deliberately allowed these situations to test your brotherly love. The time element causes you to
choose. However, I would like to see much less frustration and anger over being interrupted and drawn
aside for another person’s needs.
"It is good that you are willing—but there are times when you put out a nasty stench of rancor. If you
can put that foolishness away, not only will you be much happier and give a better example, you will also
have far more energy.
"It takes a lot to hold down frustration and resentment. And you’ve accumulated some seeds of
bitterness that have been growing. These I must remove, but first—you must show me your docility and
detachment in what you do and don’t do, in leaving your preferences behind for the needs of others.
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"I know it is painful, but this is part of your formation in holiness.
"And all of you, My Brides on the channel, all of you are being tested in similar ways. You tend towards
wanting to finish a project rather than be taken off it for the momentary needs of others. This is
common to all humankind, because society puts value on accomplishments, not on how you went about
accomplishing.
"That is so contrary to Heavenly ways, it’s like comparing Chinese to English.
"On Earth, you applaud the accomplishment; in Heaven we applaud the love with which it was done.
What the final thing looks like bears very little weight. It is more the hidden motives of the heart and
subsequent actions in the doing of it that brings forth praise.
"It’s all about how you did it, not the end result. How much love did you invest? How many times were
you called aside with a good heart to serve the needs of others? How peaceful were you in returning, or
were you boiling over with resentment? These are the true standards of Heaven."
Yeah, He's got me there. I was definitely boiling over with resentment... A couple of days. And actually,
for the past month I've been having a problem with this. I just broke down tonight and cried, and said,
"Lord, I can't take this anymore! Please help me, tell me what's going on."
Anyway. Jesus continued, "This is so contrary to what you’ve been taught growing up that it makes a
total overhaul of motives necessary before you can truly serve Me with the right heart. It takes many,
many, breakings before a soul acts on what is truly right, spontaneously—instead of what is expedient
for their goals.
"We are still climbing that mountain of holiness, My Love. Don’t let go of My hand, My Brides. Cling to
Me more and more, and we will make it to the top."

THE BINDING PRAYER
September 26, 2017
USE IT IN THE AUTHORITY OF THE NAME OF JESUS!!! September 26,
2017
PREPARATION (kneel): My Precious Father, my Beloved Jesus & my
Dear Comforter, I come before You in profound thanksgiving for
preserving my life with another day to serve You. As a child still
learning, please help me to be grateful & worship You in Spirit and in Truth, to see & hear You clearly.
Father, I forgive & bless from my heart, those who have hurt us. I pray for restoration, healing &
conversion for all.
REPENTANCE: Holy Spirit, my Comforter, please search my heart and reveal how I have hurt You and
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opened doors to demonic oppression, planted seeds of bitterness. And help me to truly repent & direct
these prayers so they are effective. Doors: Did I judge, or secretly criticize in my heart & mind, falsely
accuse, gossip, cast a slur? Did I alter the truth to my advantage? Spend money meant for other things,
take something that belonged to another? Did I covet, lust, listen to or see something sinful? Did I
disrespect my spouse or parents or employer, was I arrogant, proud, or jealous? Have I failed to believe
& act on Your promises to me? Have I wasted time? Did I disobey You? Did I disrespect You or take Your
love and forgiveness for granted?
HONEST PAUSE: I am so sorry. Please Forgive me, Lord, & deliver me from evil & its effects. Jesus,
please pull up the roots of bitterness and remove the doors I have opened by my sins, along with their
demons, devices & excrement to the Abyss. Grant me the grace to sin no more, and avoid every
occasion of sin. Guide me so I am not the cause of another man’s sin but a blessing, leading them to You,
Jesus. Please clothe me in the full Armor of God and grant me courage to come against evil.
TAKING AUTHORITY (please stand): As a child of Almighty God, Elohim, I call upon the Holy Ministering
& Warring Angels to pray these prayers with me & the mighty Warring angels to enforce them. I declare
the word “US” to include our Angels, ourselves, our families, pets & staff & all our works for the Lord. In
the Sovereign Name of Jesus Christ our King, I block every assignment and retaliation against US, our
spiritual & physical children & workers. I cover US all with the Blood of Jesus & request strong angelic
protection & Holy Spirit guidance. Warring Angels, please come to our aid & enforce these directives: In
the authority of the Sovereign Name of Jesus, I command every demon coming against US: I bind your
faculties of communication; your assignment against us is over. Undo your devices, return what you
have stolen, & release US. I bind your excrement to you and send you directly to the Abyss, never to be
released. In the Mighty Name of Jesus, Every Evil force: I permanently destroy your isolating energy
vortexes, circumferential blocks, walls, webs and unrecognized devices. x3Come down never to be
replaced!x3 I call upon the Holy Angels to go before us and demolish every weapon hindering, every
false accusation, fictitious story & lie isolating viewers from God, this channel, from truth, from the Body
of Christ, from Clare & Ezekiel, one another, family & pets. I disable, silence and send to the Abyss all
those who created these, their leaders, backup, & forces of retaliation, in Jesus’ Name, & call upon the
Warring Angels to enforce this. In the authority of the Name above all Names, Jesus the Christ, I cancel
all permissions for oppression against US. I break & forever disable every evil: interdimensional/spiritual/physical/ emotional/mental attack or connection to US, including all written &
spoken words, likenesses, or representations. x3 I break & destroy every web of hindrance, isolation &
lies, every assignment, projection, link, cloak, curse, hex, evil wish, spell, seal, restraint, devilish wile,
unrecognized devices & stronghold against us, in the authority of Jesus Name.x3 It is written, no
weapon formed against US will prosper. Lord, help us conquer evil with Your grace.
PROTECTION: Lord, please send Your Holy Angels to stand guard. Make a complete sweep, remove
every demon & evil practitioner from our borders, block every projection, disable every cursed object &
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trap of evil and intercept every force aimed at US. Lord Jesus please fortify & make impenetrable, the
globe of angelic protection surrounding US, wherever we go. I seal off every portal: air, earth, fire, water
& inter-dimensional on this property, with the Blood of Jesus, Please send Your Holy Angels to stand
guard, & stop our enemies or cursed objects, destroy eggs & forces of evil from entering our borders or
globes of protection. Thank you, Holy Angels, for enforcing these prayers. Lord Jesus, please RESTORE
OUR FAITH, deliver US from evil, silence all tormenting voices, the tyranny of memories, evil dreams,
sever the cords & projections of the wicked. Please realign, heal & reconnect our body-soul-spirit,
removing any demons & their excrement & restore seven-fold all the enemy has stolen from us.
OUR BEHAVIOR: HOLY SPIRIT, our Comforter, please reveal the works of evil ones, demons & the
enemy’s attempts to confuse and twist communication, divide, sow lies & discord. Please help us to
overcome our own pride-blindness-deafness, misunderstandings-unforgiveness, laziness and all the
enemy’s attempts to cause resentment and division. Please teach us how to confess our faults,
overcome judgement, planting the seeds of bitterness in our hearts, making excuses, anger and the
reactions of our flesh. Please impart to us a spirit of Brotherly Love that is prayerful, humble, obedient,
teachable, honest, forgiving, working for You with diligence, using the time You have given honestly.
HEALING: Holy Spirit, would you please pass over us: spirit, soul & body with Your Glory & increase our
love for God & others. Heal & restore our faith, minds, time, memory, health, vigor, endurance, focus,
courage, peace & joy to the places the enemy, the world & our own flesh have defiled. Lord, what has
not been restored, we offer to You for the conversion of the lost & workers of inequity.
THE GLORY: Lord Jesus, please fortify, sustain & bless our angels mightily in their battles against evil.
Please increase their power, strength and send reinforcements with healing in the heat of the battle.
Holy Angels, we bless and thank you profoundly, for your defense and protection. I speak Divine &
Supernatural favor with God & man, over our angels & our works for You. Jesus from the heart, we
praise, honor and adore You. Thank You for loving us & giving us the power to overcome evil.
Jesus-I trust in Youx3 Make Us Holy, Even as You are Holy

Introduction to the new Binding Prayer 9-26-2017
September 26, 2017
Lord Jesus, please bless us with a zeal for praying against the
enemy. And not to be lax or lazy or to set it aside, but to do it
right away, and do it whenever we feel threatened. Amen.
Well, my dear friends and Heartdwellers, this is rather an
important thing - it's a brand new binding prayer. And it's
morphed into something new because we've had many
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situations that have revealed the workings of the enemy and we've been making note of them. And
finally I've been able to prepare a new binding prayer for you.
So, I was going to describe this to you and go through it lightly, and then I was going to go ahead and
record it from beginning to end, so that you could use it in your devotions.
So. For Preparation. I like to kneel, just to show honor to my Father in Heaven and my Lord and
Comforter. So I kneel and I come before You in profound thanksgiving, Lord, for preserving my life for
another day to serve you. And as a child still learning, please help me to be grateful and worship You in
spirit and in truth. To see and hear You clearly. Father, I forgive and bless from my heart those who have
hurt us, and I pray for restoration, healing, conversion to all.
So, that's the beginning: Preparation. And the idea is, we need to come before the Lord in addressing
our own sins, before we try to do anything in the spirit. It's much more powerful because we've
repented. And one of my problems has been being kind of cranky and grumpy with aches and pains, and
not being grateful. So, that's the reason why I brought that up in this prayer, because we just haven't
been grateful enough. And the Lord is bringing home to me how much gratefulness blesses Him.
So, that's the first part. The second part is Repentance. Calling upon the Holy Spirit, our Comforter, to
please search my heart and reveal how I have hurt Him. And opened doors to demonic oppression. And
help me to truly repent and to direct these prayers so that they are effective.
And we've had some teachings on opening doors, especially when we judge or do anything to sin against
another person - it opens the door for the demons to come in and sift us. Ezekiel and I in our marriage
have found that this is absolutely deadly behavior. And it usually happens when you're hurt. Someone
has let you down, betrayed you or hurt you. You're with your spouse and you're kind of expressing your
pain and you start finding fault with the person who hurt you, instead of repenting for your own part,
whatever it is. Forgiving them, making an act of the will NOT to talk about them, but to forgive them.
Let me tell you, I have that opportunity just about every day! And I STILL struggle with it.
So, part of what's in this prayer is, 'How have I hurt You?' 'How have I opened doors to demonic
oppression?' Help me to REALLY repent. 'Did I judge?' I make a list here of the doors. 'Or secretly criticize
in my heart or mind? Falsely accuse? Gossip? Cast a slur? Did I alter the truth to my advantage? Spend
money meant for other things? Take something that belonged to another? Did I covet, lust or listen to
something sinful? Did I disrespect my spouse, my parents or my employer? Was I arrogant, proud and
jealous?'
And I just want you to know, that these are all things that I struggle with, so I'm sharing them with you.
'Have I failed to believe and act on Your promises to me?'
I've been under tremendous attack over His promises to me, especially with music. It's been an
EXTREME battle. And I've recognized part of what's happened is the enemy has attacked my faith. And
that's the area that I'm fighting back, and the strongest right now is in my faith and when that feeling of
failure comes over me, "Oh...don't bother with that. You're not gonna be able to do anything with your
voice anyway. Forget it." you know. When I hear that, I jump to the rescue. And I say, "You lying spirits,
in the Name of Jesus - take your lies and go back to the Abyss." Because that's what they're doing 38

they're undermining you with these little suggestions. Day after day after day - and it WORKS! If you
don't catch 'em and rebuke them and declare that you believe in the promises the Lord's given you they get away with it, and it works. You begin to feel hopeless. And I fight against that.
So, that's an important point in this prayer. I do this prayer every morning now. Every morning and
sometimes every evening. Because without it, my day just goes down the drain. It's quite amazing, the
difference that it makes.
'Have I wasted time? Did I disobey You? Did I disrespect You or take Your love and forgiveness for
granted?' And then there's an Honest Pause here. And confession of sin. 'I'm so sorry. Please forgive me,
Lord. Deliver me from evil and its effects. And Jesus please remove any doors I've opened from...by my
sins, along with their demons, devices and excrement to the Abyss.
Rick Joyner and his books talk about the excrement that would be dropped on Christians to cause them
to sin.
Okay, so, there's a prayer that goes with that.
And then Taking Authority. And I've written 'please stand'. I notice that I'm much more on it, more alert,
much more pro-active and aggressive when I stand.
'As a child of Almighty God, Elohim, I call upon the holy Ministering and Warring Angels to pray these
prayers with me. And the Mighty Warring Angels to enforce them. I declare the word "US" to include
our angels, ourselves and families, pets and staff, and all our works for the Lord."
And then I go into the binding prayer. And in this, I of course use the Name of Jesus. I bind assignments,
retaliation against us. Our spiritual children and physical children, workers. I cover with the Blood of
Jesus. I ask for strong angelic protection and Holy Spirit guidance. I call upon the Warring angels to our
aid in enforcing these directives. And in the authority of the Sovereign Name of Jesus, I command every
demon coming against us.
First, I bind their faculties of communication, so they can't send for reinforcements. "I null and void their
assignments against us - your assignment against us is OVER. Undo your devices, return what you have
stolen and release us. I bind your excrement to you and send you directly to the Abyss, never to be
released. And that's important, because the excrement hangs on the body and can cause diseases and
contamination, bad attitudes. So getting the excrement off of you is important.
And then I address the evil forces, permanently destroying the isolating energy vortexes that they create
to keep a person isolated. The circular blocks, walls, webs and unrecognized devises that are used to
isolate. I command then to come down, never to be replaced. I repeat that prayer three times, and
that's In the Mighty Name of Jesus.
And I call upon the Holy Angels to go before us and demolish every weapon hindering and isolating
viewers from God, from this channel, from Truth, from the Body of Christ, from us, from one another,
our family and our pets. Because I've found that the enemy attacks animals and causes our animals not
to want to be around us. And that's hurtful, because a lot of us receive a lot of consolation and affection
from our animals. So, I've included the animals. And you can include plants as well, because they also do
that - they curse your pet or your plants.
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"I disable, silence and send to the Abyss all those who created these, their leaders, backup and forces of
retaliation, in Jesus Name. And call upon the warring angels to enforce this."
By the way, if you hear a drip, drip in the background - it's raining here, and it's dripping right outside my
window - very noisy.
So, then I go to the inter-dimensional, spiritual, physical, emotional, mental attacks or actions. I disable
them, I break and forever disable these things, in the Name of Jesus. And I break every ties to everything
evil that is used to represent us as a point of concentration to speak curses over us. I break those ties.
Okay, and then I come against, in the Name of Jesus, every web of hindrance. I've seen people tied up in
webs, with lies and different dynamics hindering them - almost like a cocoon of lies. And it hinders
people. They can't come out, they can't fly free - they're tied up in these webs and these cocoons. So I
address that. And the isolation, the lie, every assignment, projection, link, cloak, curse, hex, evil wish,
spell, seal, restraint, devilish wile, and most of all -my personal 'favorite' - unrecognized devices and
strongholds against us. In the Authority of Jesus' Name. And that's repeated 3 times. Because there are
things that they do to us that we don't recognize, but we're addressing these things when we say this
prayer.
Then I ask for the Lord to please send His protection. Send the holy angels to protect us. For them to
make a sweep and remove every demon and evil practitioner from our borders, to block every
projection. We get hundreds of those a day, where people project into our space. Well, I can't say for
sure hundreds - but a LOT. And those are the ones we do see. The ones that we don't see, who knows?
Block every projection, disable every cursed object and trap of evil and intercept every force aimed
against us. And then I ask the Lord to fortify and make impenetrable the globe of angelic protection
surrounding us, wherever we go. And I seal off every portal on this property - through the air, the earth,
fire, water, and inter-dimensional. So that evil forces cannot penetrate. Because we've seen UFO's, in
the spirit, hovering over our property, causing a terrible oppression on the property.
Please send your Holy angels to stand guard, Lord, and stop our enemies or cursed objects and forces of
evil from entering our borders or globes of protection. When people come on the property, I pray that
the angels will take their company and tell them, 'No, you can't go in there.' And hold their company
back, so we don't have to be the victim of that energy.
And then I thank the Lord and angels for enforcing these prayers. And I ask Him to restore our faith and
deliver us from evil, because our faith is the most important part of our walk. If the enemy can steal our
faith he can steal our walk.
And the last thing I address is our behavior. "Holy Spirit, Comforter, please reveal the works of the evil
ones. Demons and the enemy's attempts to confuse and twist communication, divide, sow lies and
discord. Please help us to over come our own pride, blindness, deafness, misunderstandings,
unforgiveness, laziness and all the enemy's attempts to cause resentment and division. Please teach us
how to confess our faults, overcome judgement, bitterness, excuses, anger, the reactions of our flesh.
Please impart to us a spirit of brotherly love that is prayerful, humble, obedient, teachable, honest,
forgiving, working for You with diligence and using the time You've given us honestly.
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And from there I move on to a healing prayer and asking Holy Spirit to pass over us and restore spirit,
soul and body. And our love for God and others. 'Cause that bitterness can really put down roots and
cause your love for others to kind of shut up, curl up - that's a really bad thing. So seeds take root in you
- not good. So we ask for those seeds of bitterness to be removed.
In fact, I might just write that in to this prayer. I'll get it into the printed copy, even though I didn't read it
here. That's something I'm missing here, for sure.
I ask the Lord, whatever has not been restored to us or whatever we're suffering, we offer it to You for
the conversion of the lost, workers of iniquity. And then we pray for the Glory to fall on us and to
increase the power and strength of our angels. And send reinforcements and healing in the heat of
battle. And we bless and thank our angels profoundly for their protection. And pray that God will grant
them divide and supernatural favor.
And I like to end with something from the Divine Mercy Chaplet "Jesus, I trust in You." three times. "And
make us holy, even as You are holy." And that's very, very important.
So that's the Binding Prayer. It's interesting, I just wanna let you know, I'm covering...the first thing is the
preparation of our hearts. As you'll see, the first thing I do is to come to the Father and pray that I'll be
grateful and worshipful in spirit and in truth. "Father, forgive and bless from my heart those who have
hurt us." I pray for restoration, healing, conversion to all. And this is an important point, because the
Lord can't forgive you until you forgive others. So this is an important thing for us not to just skip over,
but to really look at.
Have I forgiven those who've injured me? And that goes right into repentance, where we look at all the
different ways that we could have offended God. And after that part is done, we're ready to take
authority over the enemy. But the groundwork has been laid, that's very important for the groundwork
to be laid. You don't want to go into fighting a spiritual war when you've got sins that aren't forgiven by
the Lord, that you haven't repented for. And I mean, we all have sins. We probably don't know about.
So, there's mercy from the Lord.
But the ones that He's convicted us of, we need to come and repent of, before we even think about
getting into spiritual warfare.
So then, there's the taking of authority and addressing the angels, because I've seen them come to my
aid so many times when I ask for it. And asking the Lord to send protection, calling angels to stand guard
and make a complete sweep. And then our behavior.
So, we've bound the enemy, but now we have to look at what's in us - our behavior. The things that we
do out of the flesh that opens the door to the enemy. Then, I ask the Lord for healing and to repair and
restore us with His Glory.
Finally, I ask Him to make us holy. I declare my trust in Him and ask Him to make us holy, even as You
are holy.
And there's one more thing I'd like to mention here. It's absolutely, literally diabolical how the binding
prayer can disappear in the house. So, I make 5 copies and I've kept this down to two pages so you can
have a front and a back side. And that's only one sheet of paper.
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And I laminate those 5 copies and I keep them in different places around the house. That way, it never
disappears on me, I can always find it when I need it. And I don't lose it. So I highly recommend that you
make 5 copies, front to back 'cause it only takes up one sheet of paper, and laminate that and spread it
around the house. So nothing can get covered up or lost easily and you spend hours looking for it, and
it's so frustrating. Demons do that deliberately, to eat up your time and keep you from doing the prayer.
So, please think about doing that. It really works.
So, for now, I'm sharing with you probably the 5th edition of the binding prayer since we've been in
ministry on Youtube for three years now. I want to mention to you that, when Ezekiel is suffering pain,
and I grab the binding prayer and start praying it - probably about 1/2 way through, everything
diminishes. Pain goes way, way back to something he can handle. So there's a tremendous amount of
demonic influence involved in pain and illness. When you pray this binding prayer, it's going to target
those demons and it's going to stop them.
God bless you, dear Heartdwellers. Thank you so much for being a part of our family. You're greatly
loved.
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